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Sunnytek Solar offer solutions based on solar power to pump water to 
surface. Here we cower all from clean water for houses to irrigation water 
for farming. There are filters and water cleaning systems for high quality 

drink water. We also have a very efficient drip water system that saves 
about 90% com paired to spray solutions.
To work in best ways w have a Solar MPPT inverter. This unit convert power from solar panels to a 
variable frequency AC output that match most AC operated pumps with no problems. Here we 
optimise water flow after strength in sun shine and when hazy or cloudy we reduce speed and when 
very sunny we can raise output. This is done automatically by the integrated micro controller.
The Solar pump MPPT inverter
* Solar panels generate electricity free of costs where sun is up daytime is used to operate pump 

motor in best ways
* Fits any AC operated standard pump and controls frequency and  speed after solar power.
* Operates with any solar panel including the very good thin film panels
* Unmanned and 100% automatic operation. Install and forget operation.
* Reasonable cost and many years solid operation

MPPT Solar inverter.  This is an 
electronic device that use and convert 
solar power to energy and frequency 
for the motor. It optimise in best ways 
for max water flow even if sun is not 
perfect.
Maximum Peak Power Tracking  is the 
name of solution and it is 100% 
automatic and need no attention after it 
is installed.

Pump and MPPT unit needs a roof to 
protect and it is smart to have an extra 
box with lochs for MPPT unit to keep 
unwanted guests away.
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